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About This Game

Gemini: Heroes Reborn is a first person action-adventure that allows users to enter into the role of Cassandra, age 20. She is a
young woman on a journey of discovery in which she will unlock incredible powers - unique in the Heroes Universe - and solve

a mystery in her past. She will be reunited with her long missing family, but not in the way she ever expected.
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Phosphor Games
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Phosphor Games
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 2500K

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 560

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 22 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I enjoyed everything about the Heroes universe so I thought this game would be great. The gameplay the was alright, but seemed
kinda buggy at times. And I was only able to play for an hour, wanted to play again and was caught in a crash boot cycle that was
weird to get out of.. Time manipulation is the point of this game. I play action/FPS games a lot and this one reminds me of 2
games, one is more popular names Dishonored, the other is less known but well-made names Time Shift.

You can travel between time, carry or mind-move things to solve puzzle in different time, slow time down or jump between
times to defeat enermies... You can't reverse time though, otherwise more puzzles could be added.

Nice game, walkthrough is not long around 3 hours. But i had great time playing it, hope there will be sequel.. vR VR VR..
ANYONE WHO MAY WISH TO INSTALL THIS.. EVEN IN RG GAME DIDN'T LIKE IT.. It's really good and getting
better. Decent story that actually makes you want to know how it ends and you learn a lot about your character and her
personality.
I also like the way it plays, with loads of room to become skilled and inventive, especially with killing guards - throwing them
into 20 meter diameter fan is currently my favourite.

Some textures need a polish, I'm on 4K epic and my modded Skyrim's rocks, trees and grass looked way better. I was expecting
amazing with the U4 engine, most of it is but...ya missed a bit.

Worth buying now instead of waiting for a sale. It's easily worth the money.. For the 99p I paid for this game it is one of the best
value games I ever played! Very similar to Singularity but with an identity of its own and some good ideas. It is relatively short
(I played it in 10 hours which is probably not that quick), but actually that's OK. One flaw in my opinion is that the only way to
open many of the doors is to kill all the enemies in the area. As a lover of stealth games that did irritate me so I am glad that the
game wasn't any longer. There are a few formulaic boss fights but relatively easy which is great for me because I am no fan of
extended boss fights! Overall a good game if it can be purchased for maybe no more that £3.99.. Short game with some fun
mechanics. It's not going to go down in history as one of the greatest games ever, but it's still decent. If you grab it at half off,
you'll get your money's worth easily.. I really enjoy games the deal with time manipulation. I wouldn't consider this game top
tier, but I did enjoy it. I saw a lot of the reviews talk about the bugs in the game. I did seem some, but they didn't ruin the game
for me. I feel like if they had more time and/or more money this game could have been amazing. The charters could have had a
lot more to say, and have had a story that moved you. I was disappointed in the basic ending they gave. I felt like I could feel
what they were wanting from the game, but they just never got to give it all the love they wanted for whatever reason. I assume
that is why price tag is at $15. I got it from a bundle on a website for one dollar, but the only reason I got the bundle was for this
game though. I feel it was worth more than that, but I'm not sure if I could really push for not just waiting on a sale.

If you like time manipulation games and you don't mind a relatively short story, I'd say you are probably going to like it.
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Innovative concept; intriguing plot; straight to the point; no filler; flawed combat and eye catching visuals.. This is a pretty
alright game. It's not the best use of the premise, it's not the best written game, and the platforming can be a touch on the
unwieldly side, but it's a solid middle of the road game. If you like action/puzzle games I'd recommend picking it up on sale.. An
hidden gem in Steam. The time related abilities (time travel, time slowing) are simple (and repetitive after a while) but
extremely satisfying.

The plot is really nothing special, time travel related with the usual cliched plot twists.

The game is really short, but it's also really inexpensive (currently 4 £) and in the end that's a slighter lower price than it should
deserve, even with its shortcomings.

. A very pleasant first-person game, with interesting mechanics. Looks and performs great thanks to Unreal4. The enemies are
somewhat unchallenging (at least on Normal), but the fights are still satisfying. The game is way too short, at less than 5 hours
(but maybe add a few more for the find all secrets and throw 1000 things achievements), so it is only worth it on sale.

I never cared for that old Heroes tv show, but fans will probably like the references found in this game.

Oh yeh, another game that stupidly hardcodes the left/right arrow keys to view panning, even if assign them to moving. Had to
use AutoHotkey to force assign the arrow keys before running the game.. I didn't think about finding this game on Steam but I
did!!!! I've played a couple years ago in my Xbox and I liked it.
Story is kinda short and average (don't wait a super complex or well written story), short game (15 levels) and controls may
seem kinda brute but you get used to it.
The game is simple, you can shift between the present and the past, you have enemies in both timelines so be careful when you
switch times (plus, you can sneak peak before switching), you get telekinesis, slow time, etc etc. The are collectibles through the
entire game if you like too. I would recommend it because it's a nice experience.
I'll give it a 8\/10 for the good memories \u2665. Its fun; it has a good story and the combat is unique. The ability to manipulate
time is rarely seen in video games, and it is well integrated in Gemini: Heroes Reborn. I'd recommend this game to anybody
looking for a nice story driven game.. For the 2 bucks i spent it's more or less good game.
Never will install and play it again though.

За 2 долари це більш-меньш нормальна гра.
Але бажання знову грати немає. i thought it would be fun for a "ha ha this game is bad" playthrough

but the subpar performace and massive install files, coped with boring gameplay and uninteresting story makes the game more a
chore to play then to enjoy.

enjoy that motion blur.
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